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review of 38 Latin Stories: Designed to accompany Wheelock to Latin Over the past few years I have spent dozens of hours noodleing over this little book, reading for myself or working with students for some introductory passages. It doesn't look like there's much here at first, with a total of about 600 lines of Latin spread across 38 passes, but the difficulty
builds up nicely. The first few are digested in just a few weeks of Latin, but even with a few years of practice I can still break the sweat on later passages. The presentation has really wid over the last few years I've spent dozens of hours noodleing over this little book, reading to myself or working with students during some introductory places. It doesn't look
like there's much here at first, with a total of about 600 lines of Latin spread across 38 passes, but the difficulty builds up nicely. The first few are digested in just a few weeks of Latin, but even with a few years of practice I can still break the sweat on later passages. The presentation is really wide, central authors like Caesar, Virgil, and Cicero adapted here,
but also the likes of Terence, Sallust, and Petronius. True, it is synthetic Latin, but I think that the styles of different authors still manage to shine through. Anyway I realized a couple of weeks ago that I never took the trouble of knocking out every pass, so with that completion of the spirit in my chest I set out to finish the job. Back on the shelf now for a year or
so until its time to retrain. ... More Designed to accompany the pedagogically backward grammar-translation of the Latin Wheelock, it consists of various short Latin texts. However, what allows authors down is their focus on translation. Did the Romans think in English, translating their ideas into Latin, communicated with each other in Latin, and then re-
translated Latin into English to understand? Of course not; they thought and understood in Latin. However, this the process is what Latin teachers expect from Latin Designed to accompany the pedagogically backward grammar-translation of the Latin Wheelock, it is this different short Latin texts. However, what allows authors down is their focus on
translation. Did the Romans think in English, translating their ideas into Latin, communicated with each other in Latin, and then re-translated Latin into English to understand? Of course not; they thought and understood in Latin. However, this absurd process is what Latin teachers expect from Latin students. Texts when used correctly in language learning
can lead to pedagogically strong content oriented second language graded reading. Understanding can be verified with questions of understanding that can often be answered without a full understanding of grammar/dictionary. It is better to learn to read a lot of simpler level text than to fight through fewer more complex texts. The consequence of the authors'
strange emphasis on translation is that the texts are too short, overly grammatical and have no questions of understanding. Illustrations would also help. The refusal of Latinists to take into account the lessons of learning modern language learning is bad for both teachers and students. ... More This is a book for a specific purpose. Outside of that goal, it's
terrible. This is not a book of Latin stories or in any way used for self-study. This is really a book of exercises for the specific context of the first year of Latin students strengthening concepts through somewhat paraphrased creations in the language. As a class aid, however, it is satisfactory. One of the problems with learning the first year of Latin is that of
course most of the surviving texts from Ancient Rome are too complex for you This book for a specific purpose. Outside of that goal, it's terrible. This is not a book of Latin stories or in any way used for self-study. This is really a book of exercises for the specific context of the first year of Latin students strengthening concepts through somewhat paraphrased
creations in the language. As a class aid, however, it is satisfactory. One of the problems with learning the first year of Latin is that, of course, most of the surviving texts from ancient Rome are too complex for you. Most people don't write stories that use only five grammatical concepts, for example, that can be easily ripped out of history for a student in the
fifth week of language study! These stories help bulk up this early period of student learning, with the guidance of a teacher. ... More original stories are not a bad read. The paraphrases in the second half of the book give a good taste to various authors. Vocabulary listings are extremely generous. Overall a good companion for starting a Latin student. The
original stories are not a bad read. The paraphrases in the second half of the book give a good taste to various authors. Vocabulary listings are extremely generous. Overall good to start Latin Latin ... More unity: Hunc librum solum in Latin Legi. 3 Tips:1. Kweomodo studientes lingam Latinam optime discebunt? Studientes multis exemplis facilibusque optime
discunt. 2. Debetne has fabulas longas esse? Non longas, sed parvas iucundasque necesse est. 3. Kwe Latin Grammar Wheelock eget? Laclock in doct solum grammar plur's pens's eget2 Aftermath: 1. Ego melias cuam pensebam Latin loquere possum. Cogitavi i'm not meminisse nullum linguae Latinae, sed multa memini!2. Legere in partibus parvi Unity:
Hunc librum solum in Latin Legi. 3 Tips:1. Kweomodo studientes lingam Latinam optime discebunt? Studientes multis exemplis facilibusque optime discunt. 2. Debetne has fabulas longas esse? Non longas, sed parvas iucundasque necesse est. 3. Kwe Latin Grammar Wheelock eget? Laclock in doct solum grammar plur's pens's eget2 Aftermath: 1. Ego
melias cuam pensebam Latin loquere possum. Cogitavi i'm not meminisse nullum linguae Latinae, sed multa memini!2. Legere in partibus parvis optimal est. Si fabulae in hoc libro longiae fuissent, finire non potuissem. Rating: 4/5 - Hic liber optimus studiandi latini est, sed primum, nimis cortus est, secundum, magis fabularum habere debet, et denique,
vocabularium in marginis habere debet. Kwamkwam, special libro fructus sum maxim! ... more This book accompanied me through the Latin Wheelock Course. I recommend not reading it as a beginner without a teacher to double-check your understanding. Each chapter fits well with the Wheelock chapter, but there are subtleties that need to be worked out
under the guidance. These are not simple makeup stories, but often excerpts from the original texts, hence there are problems that can be insurmountable for self-study beginner. In my own case, he was guided by a teacher in a mood class, h This book accompanied me through the Wheelock Latin course. I recommend not reading it as a beginner without a
teacher to double-check your understanding. Each chapter fits well with the Wheelock chapter, but there are subtleties that need to be worked out under the guidance. These are not simple makeup stories, but often excerpts from the original texts, hence there are problems that can be insurmountable for self-study beginner. In my case, it was guided by a
teacher in the set-up class, hence it is very useful and very interesting. ... a better companion for Wheelock. Translating these stories is the best part of the entire Wheelock learning system. A good companion to Wheelock. Translating these stories is the best part of the entire Wheelock learning system. ... More awesome! we used it in Latin II, and the stories
allow you to get the practice of translating Latin, and learn more ancient mythology and history. I would recommend it for intermediate Latin students who have Grammar rules are down and a decent amount of memorized vocabulary. Stock. we used it in Latin II, and the stories allow you to get the practice of translating Latin, and learn more ancient mythology
and history. I would recommend it for intermediate Latin students who have most grammar rules down and a decent amount of memorized vocabulary. ... More this book is awesome. All 38 stories are taken from Latin texts or fables, and this is a good companion to Wheelock's textbook. This book is awesome. All 38 stories are taken from Latin texts or
fables, and this is a good companion to Wheelock's textbook. ... more Where I first read about the House of Asrey! A very good choice for starting a Latin student book for college. It was easy to pass and learn in begainning Latin point of view. Overall, not bad. Not good.
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